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The Global Information Grid: A Central Obstacle to Liberation

This is a description of the documentary of the same title.  
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Introduction
The Global Information Grid (GIG) that's run by the Department of Defense (DOD) has captured 
many citizens & is a central obstacle to liberation. The GIG is an advanced C4ISR system with 
artificial intelligence (AI) that is part of the DOD’s transition to Network-Centric Warfare (NCW). It 
coordinates worldwide Civil-Military Operations (CMO), that target specific groups & individiuals 
with Directed-Energy Weapons (DEW), Pychological Operations (PsyOp), audible noise, barriers, 
swarming, bright lights, Computer Network Operations (CNO), & other stealth weapons & tactics that
are blended into civilian settings.

Sources for Talking Points
My understanding is whenever a new program is proposed or there is an announcement that some 
advanced technology is in the developmental phase, the program had already been implemented & the
technology is at least 50 years old. 

Consider all of the articles over the last few years telling us that stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI) 
may be used to remediate "human-induced" climate change, when some of us know that toxic 
chemicals have been dumped on us for over 70 years. 

Here's a downloadable zip containing DOD articles on the GIG & "future" covert communications. 

http://www.newworldwar.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11UTc7shSJ1YKjVgBsxYxHnVo0APMI9-b/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/VaMG9RpSlZI


These are some AI brain-linking documentaries:

• Wikipedia TTS, Global Information Grid, Wikipedia Audio Article, June 15, 2019  
• The Next 30, The Future Of Brain Computer Interfaces, August 25, 2019  
• ExplainingTheFuture, Cyborg Fusion, September   0  2, 2018  
• Futurology, The World in 2050, May 22, 2020  
• 92nd Street Y, Ray Kurzweil Says Nanobots Will Connect Your Neocortex To The Cloud, March 08, 2016  

Mainstream Media reports:

• International Business Times, Human Brains Could be Connected to the Cloud by 2030, June 04, 2015  
• Singularity Hub, Nanobots Will Plug Our Brains Into the Web by the 2030s, October 12, 2015  
• TechRepublic, Kurzweil: Your Brain Will Connect Directly to the Cloud within 30 Years, November 27, 2012  
• The Times of India, Human Brains may Directly Connect to Cloud Networks in Future, April 14, 2019  
• ScienceAlert, We Are Closer Than Ever to Merging Human Brains With The Cloud, April 15, 2019  

My Reports
This is a downloadable PDF that includes my reports on the GIG & brain-linking (brain tapping) that I
started writing about in 2007. 

Quotes on AI & the GIG
The reports from which these quotes are taken are contained in the downloadable zip file.

"The target GIG allows all DoD users (and their external mission partners) to find and 
share the information they need, when they need it, in a form they can understand, use, 
and act on with confidence... In such an environment, forces, facilities, sensors, decision-
makers (at all levels), weapons, intelligence, support personnel, etc., are robustly and 
seamlessly netted together to deliver the power of information out to the forward edge of 
the battlespace. ... The transformation to a target GIG, with information as its focal point,
requires fundamental shifts and advances in technologies, architectures, systems, policies, 
processes, doctrine, and culture. ... Like the Internet, the target GIG’s scalable, robust, 
and highly available communication infrastructure is based on packet switching to 
interconnect anyone, anywhere, at any time with any type of information such as voice, 
video, images, or text. ... From a user perspective, access to and use of the target GIG is 
natural, seamless, persistent, secure and reliable (even under attack) and provides 
transport, computing and information services at all classification levels. Users can 
rapidly access the GIG network and remain connected (i.e., be automatically 
authenticated, recognized, and responded to) as they deploy and move. ... Human 
computer interaction (HCI) within the target GIG reflects the highly advanced, natural, 
adaptive way that humans access and interact with GIG system functionality. This 
interaction is characterized by highly improved sensory, communications, and cognitive 
capabilities. Advanced interface technologies, such as sensory augmentation and voice-
activation, along with effective training enhance these capabilities."-Department of 
Defense, Global Information Grid, Architectural Vision, June 2007 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CNDiNQBS_6DeBG25CpSSeZ4skfnUgVtN/view?usp=sharing
https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-say-a-human-brain-cloud-interface-is-coming-this-is-what-it-could-be-like
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/science/human-brains-may-directly-connect-to-cloud-networks-in-future/articleshow/68873687.cms
https://www.techrepublic.com/blog/geekend/kurzweil-your-brain-will-connect-directly-to-the-cloud-within-30-years
https://singularityhub.com/2015/10/12/ray-kurzweils-wildest-prediction-nanobots-will-plug-our-brains-into-the-web-by-the-2030s
https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/ray-kurzweil-human-brains-could-be-connected-cloud-by-2030-1504403
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BsluRkxs78&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNVh_HMX2IY&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2C2NgOhUwg&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2C2NgOhUwg&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2C2NgOhUwg&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kR1wvi2EFxA&t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owBgX8u5ECE&t


This worldwide C4ISR weapons system can seamlessly & naturally connect to anyone, anywhere, at 
anytime, & send them all kinds of information in a variety of formats. Note its sensors & weapons 
platforms, as well as the highly advanced HCI with cognitive features.  

"Simplified, this system is an automated, wireless surveillance and feedback loop 
consisting of a network of sensors, nodes, and directed-energy weapons, which is 
controlled by artificial intelligence (AI). It is an automated, covert, efficient way of 
handling informants, guiding swarms, and attacking targets. ... The entire process, from 
surveillance, to decisionmaking, to transmission, is automated. Informants are now 
connected to this system and guided the entire time that they’re in the presence of the 
TI. ... Just as any progressing technology is continually applied to existing systems, so too, 
recent advancements in human-computer interface has revolutionized the practice of 
handling informant networks. The DOD has the technology to hijack a conversation. The 
destructive potential for such technology is limitless. It can be used to misguide and attack
individuals or groups in a traceless manner which seems completely natural. Functioning 
as a weapon, this automated system closes an electronic feedback loop around a targeted 
individual, attacking them relentlessly night and day with painful stimuli based on their 
ongoing activities, transmitted through a variety of channels."-Human-Computer 
Intelligence Network, New World War: Revolutionary Methods for Political Control

"Long-range synthetic telepathy could open up incredible new communications options 
for soldiers in the field..."-Global Military Communications Magazine, Evolving Tactical 
Communications Systems, November/December 2016

"Sending secret intelligence and stratagems instantly to soldiers in battle would, in theory,
make the military a faster, fiercer force."-New York Times, Pentagon Envisioning a Costly 
Internet for War, November 14, 2004

"Faced with the challenge of maintaining and modernizing military forces to meet a 
variety of unpredictable worldwide threats, the US will rely heavily on multinational 
cooperative actions to meet future mission requirements. ... Multinational force 
compatibility is ... based on the underlying concepts of adopting commercial standards to 
achieve open systems; using existing C4I fora to promote the integration of the Army's 
digitization initiatives; leveraging foreign advances in technology; and pursuing the 
application of emerging technologies to support coalition warfare and multinational 
operations."-www.globalsecurity.org, Army Digitization Master Plan '96, Joint and 
Multinational Digitization

Note the "foreign advances in technology" used by the MNF. 

Merriam-Webster
foreign
1. situated outside a place or country
4. alien in character

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/foreign


"The Global Information Infrastructure (GII), which electronically links individuals and 
organizations around the world, is characterized by an ever growing merger of civilian 
and military information networks and technologies. Simultaneously, most if not all 
military operations take place within the Global Information Environment (GIE) which is
pervasive in its presence and influence... Current and emerging technologies can bring 
any military operation directly into the homes and offices of a global audience in real or 
near real time without the benefit of decoders or filters. ... The GIG ... provides benefits 
and capabilities in the areas of logistics, computing services, communications, network 
operations and information management. The GIG is a constantly evolving entity as 
technologies, policies and capabilities are developed to take advantage of its vast 
potential."-US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, Information Operations
and Asymmetric Warfare...Are We Ready?, April 09

Consider the statement about the GIG being "pervasive in its presence and influence" as well as the 
phrase "evolving entity."

Merriam-Webster
entity
1. a: BEING, EXISTENCE, especially: independent, separate, or self-contained existence; b: the 
existence of a thing as contrasted with its attributes
2. something that has separate and distinct existence and objective or conceptual reality

It’s obvious to me that the GIG is a worldwide artificially intelligent weapons & surveillance system 
with synthetic telepathic capabilities.

Other Information
You may also want to have a look at these videos: 
Overview of Street-Level Tactics, Global Information Grid, February 25, 2017
New World War Series: Overview, November 24, 2015

If the PDF & zip files are not available at the links provided above, try these:
M  y Reports on GIG Brain-Linking  
GIG & Brain-Link  ing   Reports  

Subscribe my YouTube channel
Social Media: Twitter; GAB; Mastodon

Thank you, 

Mark

https://liberdon.com/@MarkRich
https://gab.com/MarkMRich
https://twitter.com/MarkMRich
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJQYtWj_Qcu2fi1iTY6Jw_w?sub_confirmation=1
http://www.newworldwar.org/documents/GIGBrainLinkReports.zip
http://www.newworldwar.org/documents/GIGBrainLinkReports.zip
http://www.newworldwar.org/documents/GIGBrainLinkReports.zip
http://www.newworldwar.org/documents/MarkMRichReportsOnAI-GIG.pdf
http://www.newworldwar.org/documents/MarkMRichReportsOnAI-GIG.pdf
https://youtu.be/2l9-u5aZQhI?t=711
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyO4c7Ts3jE&t
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/entity
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